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 7x32 BATTALION
Monocular Manual

CAUTION: DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE 
SUN VIEWING THE SUN OR ANY LIGHT 

SOURCE WITH THIS OPTICAL DEVICE CAN 
CAUSE PERMANENT EYE DAMAGE.
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Parts of the Monocular

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Hold monocular with one hand and use the 
    other hand to focus in on an object

FOCUSING

   Bring viewed objects into focus by slowly 
   twisting the Main Focus Wheel knob
   in the center of the barrel, until you have a    
   clear image. For a sharper image use the 
   Fine Focus Wheel; image clarity 
   will increase      

    NOTE: When turning the Main Focus 
    Wheel it will extend the objective lens
    outward. This is a normal part of the 
    focusing system.

TWIST UP EYECUP 

    Non-Eyeglass:  Raise eyecup by twisting to eliminate extraneous light

    Eyeglass Wearers:  Lowering the eyecup will bring your eyes closer to the monocular 
    lens, thus providing an improved field of view

. 
TRIPOD ADAPTABLE FITTING

    The monocular is equipped with a built in standard tripod adaptor located on the body of 
    the monocular near the focus wheel, where the neck strap can be attached. The tripod 
    adaptor can be attached to most tripods for easy hands-free use.

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR MONOCULAR

1. When wiping the eyepiece or objective lens, use the included lens cloth or a soft 
    lint-free cloth.  To remove any visible dust or debris by blowing or using a lens brush.  

2. To remove any remaining dirt or smudges, add 1 or 2 drops of alcohol to a lens cloth 
    and gently wipe lens and eyepiece in a circular motion.

3. Always use lens caps when monocular are not in use

4. Store monocular in a moisture-free area.

IMPORTANT: Never attempt to clean your monocular internally or attempt to take 
monocular apart.


